Linear stability of brane induced gravity in two codimensions on a static pure tension background is investigated. The brane is regularized as a ring of finite circumference in extra space. By explicitly calculating the vacuum persistence amplitude of the corresponding quantum theory, we show that the parameter space is divided into two regions-one corresponding to a stable Minkowski vacuum on the brane and one being plagued by ghost instabilities. This analytical result affirms a recent nonlinear, but mainly numerical analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
General Relativity (GR) viewed as an effective field theory (EFT) gives rise to a famous problem: the observed value of the cosmological constant is numerically not stable under quantum corrections-an observation which is usually referred to as the cosmological constant problem [1] . An auspicious way of addressing this problem relies on modifying GR by weakening gravity on cosmological scales and thereby making it insensitive to a cosmological constant (for recent reviews of modified gravity see [2, 3] , and for the so called degravitation mechanism see [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ).
A prominent arena for realizing such an infrared modification is provided by the braneworld scenario (see [9] for a review), according to which our universe is a surfacethe brane-in some higher dimensional spacetime-the bulk. The crucial idea then is to absorb the gravitational impact of a cosmological constant into extrinsic curvature, invisible to a brane observer [10] [11] [12] . In principle, such a surface can be realized by a topological defect like a domain wall in five, or a vortex in six dimensions. In both cases there are known ways of localizing particles inside the defect, see [13] and [14] , respectively. These constructions generically introduce a length scale r 0 that characterizes the transverse width of the defect. However, as long as we are interested in low energy questions, * l.eglseer@physik.uni-muenchen.de † florian.niedermann@physik.uni-muenchen.de ‡ robert.bob.schneider@physik.uni-muenchen.de which take place on length scales much larger than the defect size, it is not necessary to resolve its microscopic details. In particular, for cosmological applications where is of the order of the Hubble length, r 0 by at least 30 orders of magnitude. Thus, in this context the defect can in good approximation be treated as infinitely thin. 1 Then, in accordance with the EFT paradigm, it suffices to write down all operators that are compatible with the symmetries of the theory. In the case at hand this is the higher dimensional diffeomorphism invariance in the bulk and its four dimensional counterpart on the brane. As long as we do not impose any further symmetries (like supersymmetry [8] ), we find S = S EH + S BIG + S m .
(
The first term,
describes Einstein-Hilbert gravity in D = 4 + n infinite spacetime dimensions, where R (D) is the D-dimensional Ricci scalar, the bulk Planck scale is denoted by M D and the bulk cosmological constant by λ (D) . The second term is the induced gravity term on a codimension-n brane: (4) R (4) − 2λ (4) .
The induced terms are controlled by the induced gravity scale 2 M 4 and the brane tension λ := M 2 4 λ (4) . The last term in (1) is the action for matter fields localized on the brane and coupled to the induced metric g (4) µν ; ultimately, it contains all Standard Model fields. In its pure form and for infinite volume extra dimensions, this theory is known as Brane Induced Gravity (BIG) in general, or the DvaliGabadadze-Porrati (DGP) model in the special case of n = 1 [15, 16] . It is important to note that even if we tuned the brane induced parameters M 4 and λ to zero at the classical level, they would be generated nonetheless at the quantum level by particle loops on the brane. In other words, irrespective of the underlying microscopic theory that gave rise to the surface theory, the BIG terms have to be included in order to meet the requirements of a natural EFT.
That being said, we arrive at the following puzzle: There are several claims in the literature [17, 18] stating that for λ (D) = λ = 0 and n ≥ 2 the theory (1) has a tachyonic ghost in a weakly coupling regime on a Minkowski background, thus raising the question: Is the EFT description of gravity induced on higher codimensional surfaces necessarily plagued by instabilities? This question is at the core of the present work. An answer was supposedly given in a recent work [19] , which claimed that the theory is healthy in that parameter regime (λ = 0), in contradiction to the former results.
By performing two independent analyses, we are able to disprove this claim of [19] and to confirm the tachyon and ghost result from the literature [17, 18] for arbitrary codimensions ≥ 2. Moreover, we are able to pin down the errors that were made in [19] by explicitly correcting the old calculations here in Appendix A and fully reconciling them with our new analysis.
However, this is not the end of the story. In [20] and [21] the parameter range was extended to non-zero but sub-critical 3 values of the brane tension λ (but keeping for simplicity λ (D) = 0). In [20] a linear perturbation analysis was performed and a particular scalar mode of the dynamical spectrum of the theory was shown to lead to a strong coupling for phenomenologically interesting parameter values, which only vanished in a near-critical tension regime. In [21] a completely nonlinear but numerical analysis for homogeneous and isotropic matter on the brane was performed, showing the existence of both a stable and unstable parameter regime. Unfortunately, the stable regime had to be ruled out on phenomenological grounds. It should be noted that the two works are based on slightly different physical assumptions: While the analysis in [20] allowed for small fluctuations of the circumference of the brane described by the radion field, the one in [21] assumed a strictly constant circumference, or an infinitely heavy radion equivalently, based on some underlying stabilization mechanism. To summarize, the results of [20] pointed towards the near-critical regime as a remaining window of opportunity, whereas the cosmological analysis of [21] excluded all sub-critical parameter space but lacked a completely analytic statement.
The analysis of this work will establish a comprehensive and analytic picture which nicely confirms the results of [17, 18, 21] and is fully compatible with [20] . To be more specific, by focusing on the codimension-two model, we solve the full system of bulk vacuum and brane matching equations at the linear level 4 around a conical background geometry introduced in Sec. II. To that end, we regularize the setup by wrapping the brane around a circle in extra space and thus promoting the brane to a codimension-one object. The gravitational effect of the brane tension is then completely absorbed by the conical defect, while the geometry on the brane is Riemann flat. Thus, from the perspective of a brane observer there is a landscape of different vacua corresponding to different values of λ [20] . (For that reason these solutions are interesting with respect to the cosmological constant problem, as the brane tension plays the role of a 4D cosmological constant.) Like in the approach of [21] , we assume the existence of a stabilization mechanism in the microscopic theory that forces the compact brane dimension to be of constant size. On the level of fluctuations, this corresponds to setting the radion field to zero, and can be achieved by appropriately dialing the angular pressure fluctuations. (In Appendix C we drop that assumption. Accordingly, the radion field represents an additional dynamical degree of freedom. Moreover, in Appendix D we provide an explicit example of a dynamical stabilization mechanism.)
In Sec. III we introduce the vacuum persistence amplitude 0|0 T as a diagnostic tool, which enables us to probe for the presence of a ghost in the fluctuation theory. This is based on the fact that a ghost mode, treated with the standard Feynman prescription, would lead to a transition probability | 0|0 T | 2 larger than one. A Hamiltonian analysis in Sec. IV offers a different but compatible perspective and generalizes the results to arbitrary codimensions for vanishing λ. It also enables us to do a solid counting of degrees of freedom in arbitrary dimensions. Furthermore, it corrects the erroneous expression for the Hamiltonian derived in [19] . The final discussion in Sec. V confirms the consistency of (1) as an EFT and thereby answers the initiatory question with "no": the instability in codimension two BIG disappears if the brane tension is not tuned unnaturally small.
Summary
To summarize, our investigations lead to the following main findings:
• We derive a function f (M 6 , M 4 , λ, r 0 ) of the model parameters, the sign of which determines the healthy (stable and ghost-free) and pathological (unstable and ghostly) regions in the (sub-critical) parameter space. This function is the static version of the one found in the cosmology analysis of [21] .
• For a natural choice of brane induced parameters the theory is in the healthy regime. To be specific, there are stable on-brane Minkowski vacua, for which the tension is completely absorbed into extrinsic curvature. The instability only emerges if the induced gravity scale M 4 is large while the tension is kept small.
• The stable vacua are ruled out phenomenologically except for the near-critical regime. However, the cosmological analysis in [21] showed that for FLRW symmetries on the brane, i.e. a background geometry with non-vanishing 4D Hubble parameter H, the stable regime becomes significantly smaller, thereby closing the remaining window of opportunity (at least for subcritical brane tensions).
• The ghost found in [17, 18] , the strong coupling observed around static sources in [20] and the instability encountered in [21] is produced by the same scalar degree of freedom s and thus the manifestation of the same pathology: for model parameters with f > 0 the scalar mode s is a tachyonic ghost with mass m * . A priori, the status of the ghost is not clear as it could be an artifact of the unstable conical geometry. Indeed, the background is destabilized due to the tachyonic character of the scalar s, which leads to exponentially growing low momentum modes characterized by |p| < m * . However, the nonlinear analysis of [21] did not show any indication for the formation of a new stable background, instead the solutions exhibited a run-away behavior.
• Higher codimensional versions share the same pathology, at least on the parameter subspace characterized by λ = 0, in accordance with [17, 18] .
• For more than one codimension, the theory has six gravitational degrees of freedom that couple to onbrane sources and are thus phenomenologically rele-
The total number of degrees of freedom is found to be D(D −3)/2 which is the same as in Einstein gravity.
• Without external stabilization, the radion is tachyonic in a broad (and relevant) parameter regime; it thus destabilizes the background geometry. In other words, assuming some sort of underlying modulus stabilization is required for having a consistent regularization.
Conventions
As our sign convention we adopt "+ + +" as defined in [25] . We work in units in which c = = 1. While we work in six dimensions in Secs. II and III, we generalize the spacetime dimensions to D = 4 + n, where n denotes the number of codimensions, in Sec. IV and Appendix A. The notational conventions for the index ranges are defined according to:
The index values r and φ are used to emphasize the use of polar coordinates. For symmetrization we use the convention
II. COSMIC STRING BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce the ring regularization of the codimension-two brane and present the corresponding equations of motion, as well as the static deficit angle background that is generated by a pure-tension brane.
A. Regularization
Just like for a charged string in electrostatics, the gravitational field in general diverges logarithmically at the position of a codimension-two defect. This problem can be taken care of by introducing a transverse width of the brane. From a more fundamental perspective we could have done this right from the beginning because there has to be a physical mechanism which creates the brane in the first place. Topological defects-as for example a Nielsen-Olesen vortex [26] in two codimensions-would be obvious candidates. In general, these solutions predict a finite transverse spread of the brane.
Instead, in favor of technical simplicity, we choose to describe the brane as a ring S 1 of circumference 2πr 0 in extra space. Hence, it becomes a codimension-one object, separating an interior from an exterior vacuum region. This regularization has already proved to be convenient in earlier works [20, 21, 27] . Technically, it amounts to the replacement
where
) and g (5) αβ is the five dimensional induced metric. Of course, at this stage the process of introducing a particular regularization is arbitrary. Instead, we could have smeared the field over a disc of radius r 0 or similarly used a blurring function [18] . We could have even resolved the brane in more fundamental degrees of freedom by using the aforementioned Nielsen-Olesen construction. However, the crucial point is that we limit the range of applicability of the theory to scales r 0 . In other words, as long as we are interested in low energy questions, as they arise for example in the context of late time cosmology, we do not have to resolve the microscopic brane physics; in particular, we expect low energy questions not to depend on the chosen regularization scheme.
In order to have a consistent regularization, we need to stabilize the circumference of the ring. Effectively, this can be realized by imposing a certain (non-constant) amount of external pressure in angular direction which prevents the circumference of the brane from fluctuating. In a fundamental picture, this corresponds to a model where the angular mode, describing fluctuations of the circumference, is very heavy compared to the typical energy scale −1 . In Appendix D we discuss an explicit example of such a dynamical stabilization mechanism and show that our effective method is appropriate.
In that context, let us note that there is a lower bound on the mass of the angular mode (or radion)-as well as the inverse regularization width 1/r 0 -on the basis of post Cavendish experiments which is ∼ 10 −3 eV, corresponding to a Compton wavelength of ∼ 100µm (for a recent work, see [29] , for a review see [2] and references therein). This means that for cosmological applications, corresponding to much smaller energies, it is fully justified to ignore those angular size fluctuations by setting the radion to zero or equivalently its mass to infinity.
However, in order to show that our crucial results are independent of that assumption, we also study the case where the size modulus is light and thus can be excited as an additional degree of freedom, cf. Appendix C. As a result, we find that the background geometry gets destabilized as the circumference starts to grow (or decrease) exponentially in a broad parameter regime. This shows that the stabilization requirement is indeed necessary to avoid additional instabilities. The crucial point, however, is that the ghost survives in this case, and thus is no artifact of the ring stabilization.
By performing a Hamiltonian analysis in Sec. IV (and a Lorentz covariant analysis in Appendix A 1), we can explicitly confirm that the ghost result does not depend on the details of the regularization. In that case we do not need to solve the equations explicitly and can therefore stick to the codimension-two description in terms of delta functions. This is an important and successful consistency check of our main analysis, which relies on a specific regularization.
B. Equations of motion
Since the bulk is source-free, the six-dimensional Einstein tensor has to satisfy the vacuum field equations away from the brane (r = r 0 ),
These have to be supplemented by Israel's junction conditions [30, 31] across the brane, including the BIG terms,
where K α β is the extrinsic curvature, and square brackets denote the jump across the brane, i.e. [f ] := f out − f in .
C. Deficit angle solution
For a pure tension brane the source reads
where the factor 2πr 0 is chosen such that λ corresponds to a 4D brane tension. For the static solution to exist, the pressure in angular direction was dialed to zero. In Appendix D we provide an example how this can be achieved microscopically. The exact solution is well known (see e.g. [21] and references therein), and can be written in the form:
Here we used a continuous coordinate patch with polar coordinates (r, φ) in the two extra dimensions, having the standard ranges r ∈ [0, ∞), φ ∈ [0, 2π). The brane is located at r = r 0 . The geometrical meaning of the solution (8) is that (i) the 4D on-brane geometry is completely flat and (ii) the 6D geometry is locally flat as well, but has a deficit angle δ in the exterior, which is related to the brane tension by
In this paper we will only consider sub-critical tensions, i.e. λ < 2πM 4 6 ⇔ δ < 2π. Otherwise, the static deficit angle solution would not be stable, the on-brane geometry would instead inflate and the bulk topology would be different [23] .
III. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
We will now consider small metric perturbations around the deficit angle background (8) ,
i.e. we still work in polar coordinates X A = (x µ , r, φ). Note that all indices on first order quantities will be lowered and raised with the background metric γ AB and its inverse γ AB . The question we want to answer is whether h AB contains-at the linear level-instable modes (tachyons or ghosts, or both), which can be sourced by an additional (small) on-brane source U α β , i.e.
Since the source is distributed in a φ-symmetric way, it is sufficient to consider metric perturbations that also respect this symmetry, because only those are sourced. This means that the h AB are φ-independent functions, and that h φµ = h φr = 0. Furthermore, we can keep the brane at the fixed coordinate position r 0 = const without loss of generality, because a proper motion in radial direction (which is not ruled out by stabilizing the φ-direction), as well as a dependence of the physical brane radius on the spatial brane coordinates, can still be accomplished by allowing for nonzero h µr components. The metric perturbations therefore take the form
Here and henceforth a prime is shorthand notation for ∂ r . It is convenient to decompose the 3D spatial components of h AB as
where-from a 3D point of view-D ij is a transverse traceless tensor, and N i , V i , G i are transverse vectors, i.e.
while N, l, L, B, S, H are scalars. Even though this decomposition is not manifestly Lorentz-covariant like the approach in [19] , it has the great advantage that it is invertible on the space of bounded functions, and so it does not introduce any "split ambiguity" (cf. Appendix A 1).
The reason is of course that the Laplace operator ∆ 3 has no non-trivial bounded solutions, unlike the d'Alembert operator 4 . This makes the identification of dynamical degrees of freedom much more straightforward.
The analogous decomposition of the (ab)-components is
with ∇ a denoting the covariant derivative with respect to the background metric γ ab . Explicitly, this gives
Again, the relation (16) is invertible, because the Laplace operator ∆ 2 has an empty kernel.
A. Gauge-invariant variables
The linearized bulk theory is invariant under the gauge transformations
In order not to spoil the φ-symmetry, the ξ A are subject to
Instead of choosing a particular gauge, we will work with a complete set of gauge-invariant variables, which can chosen to be
where we introduced the dot as shorthand for ∂ t . Since we chose coordinates in which the brane is located at a fixed coordinate position (r = r 0 ), there is a further on-brane restriction on the gauge transformations,
where the subscript "0" denotes evaluation at the brane. This implies that on the brane, there exists an additional gauge invariant function, namely
which will also appear explicitly in the junction conditions below. Physically, it corresponds to the radion field, measuring fluctuations in the size-modulus of the regularized brane.
B. Bulk equations of motion
The bulk vacuum field equations (5) at linear order in h AB read
where 6 := ∇ A ∇ A . These can now be projected onto the tensor, vector and scalar components, according to the decomposition of the metric perturbations (14) . Let us emphasize that this projection only requires to divide by Laplace operators, which does not introduce any homogeneous functions in the resulting equations. This is in contrast to the 4D covariant split adopted in [19] , where one has to divide by d'Alembert operators, making the analysis much more subtle and complicated, see Appendix A 1.
In the following, we omit all equations which are redundant due to the Bianchi identities. However, since we are particularly interested in distinguishing dynamical from constrained degrees of freedom, we only omit those components of (23) which appear in the Bianchi identities without time-derivatives. In other words, we always keep the stronger equations. Explicitly, we drop the (ij) (V ) , (0i) (L) , (ir) (H) and (rr) equations. The resulting complete set of bulk equations of motion, expressed in terms of the gauge invariant variables (20) is:
• Tensor:
This is simply the (ij)-component of (23), projected onto the tensor part. It shows that D ij is dynamical, carrying two independent degrees of freedom (DOF).
• Vector:
The first one is the vector-projected (ir)-bulk equation, showing that W i is constrained. The second one is the vector-projection of the (0i)-bulk equation, with W i eliminated by means of the constraint. Thus, C i is dynamical, carrying two DOF.
• Scalar:
The first equation is the (00)-component of (23) , the second one is its (0r)-component (already integrated once in r, requiring fall-off conditions in the bulk) and the third one is the difference of the (φφ)-and the (rr)-equations (also integrated in r). These three are constraint equations that can-for instance-be solved for O, P and Q. Plugging these solutions into the two scalar-projected (ij)-components of (23), and taking suitable linear combinations, yields the two dynamical equations (26d) for J and s.
In summary, there are 6 dynamical DOF (2 vector, 2 tensor and 2 scalar), all of which satisfy the 6D wave equation in the bulk. This is the correct number of propagating DOF in six-dimensional GR with azimuthal symmetry 9 . Below, we will also see that all of these 6 DOF can indeed be sourced. This contradicts the claim in Ref. [19] , where only 5 sourced DOF were found, allowing to argue that the ghost mode (s, see below) would not be dynamical. This wrong conclusion was reached by employing a gauge transformation which is in fact not allowed by the requirement of SO (2) symmetry, see Appendix A 2.
C. Junction conditions
It remains to derive the linearized junction conditions (6) . To this end, it is useful to perform a 3D tensorvector-scalar decomposition of the (perturbation of the) energy-momentum tensor, analogous to (14) :
Energy conservation then decomposes into
while U (D) ij and U φφ are unconstrained. As discussed in more detail in Appendix B, the junction conditions can be written as
These last two equations are not yet sufficient to solve for J and s, because they contain ϕ as a third unknown on-brane function. It is determined by the (φφ)-junction condition, which can be rewritten as (see Appendix B)
As discussed in Sec. II A, we will now require the proper circumference of the regularized brane to be constant, implying ϕ = 0. (The case without stabilization is discussed in Appendix C.) The appropriate U φ φ which is needed to achieve this stabilization is determined by Eq. (32) , which now simplifies to
The junction conditions for the two dynamical scalars then become
where we defined the dimensionless constants
All the junction conditions, viz. (29), (30) and (34), now share the same, DGP-like structure. The only (but crucial) difference is that the BIG term in the junction condition for s comes with a negative sign if f > 0.
Note that f matches the functionf defined in Ref. [21] in the static case (H = 0), where the sign off determined the stability of the model in the case of FLRW symmetries (at the nonlinear level).
10 Therefore, one might already suspect that the scalar mode s will be a ghost in that parameter regime. We will now show on analytical grounds that this is indeed the case.
D. Tachyonic ghost
We will use the vacuum to vacuum transition probability (in presence of an external source) as a diagnostic tool to probe for ghost modes. For the linear theory, it is given by
with
Here, h αβ | 0 should be evaluated at the classical solution in the presence of T αβ . If the probability (36) is larger than one (or, equivalently, the imaginary part of A is negative) then unitarity is violated 11 , showing the existence of a ghost mode.
Since the ghost mode lies in the scalar sector, we can limit ourselves to a a source with vanishing tensorand vector components. Using the bulk equations to eliminate all constrained quantities, the source coupling term can-using integration by part and energy conservation (28)-then be brought into the form
Furthermore, it will be sufficient to consider a source satisfying U µ µ = 3U (S) , for which only s gets excited (i.e. J can consistently be set to zero) and the coupling term (37) simply reads
In the following, it will be convenient to work in 4D Fourier space, i.e. we introducê
The bulk equation (26d) then becomes
where the covariant 2D Laplace operator with respect to the deficit angle background geometry (11) reads (for φ-symmetric fields)
The most general solution of (41), which is continuous across the brane, regular at the origin, and falls off at radial infinity 12 , is given bŷ
where I n and K n are the modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively, andr := r + βr 0 . A priori, the solution is only defined for p 2 > 0. We find its 12 Furthermore, for p 2 < 0, i.e. for modes which correspond to waves propagating in the bulk, one can check that the solution (43) corresponds to solely outgoing radial waves, if the retarded prescription Im(ω) = + is used, as would be appropriate for a classical calculation. This is an important consistency requirement as the brane is the only source of gravitational waves in the bulk. Note, however, that below we will use the Feynman prescription Im(ω 2 ) = + , since we are calculating the vacuum amplitude in the quantum theory.
Analytic structure of the ω ≡ p 0 dependence of the spropagator 1/Z(p), see Eq. (45), for some fixed value |p| = 0. The poles at ±ω * correspond to the tachyonic ghost. For |p| > m * they lie on the real axis, between the origin and the branch cuts starting at the poles at ± |p|; for |p| < m * they lie on the imaginary axis. The contour C (dotted blue line) indicates the Feynman-contour of integration.
analytic continuation by choosing the branch cut of the square root in the standard way, i.e. along the negative real axis.
Plugging (43) into the junction condition (34b) yields
with the inverse s-propagator
where we introduced the dimensionless variable
The source coupling term (39) finally becomes
where the branch cuts and poles in the ω-integration are surrounded according to the Feynman prescription, i.e. Im ω 2 = + along the integration contour. The analytic structure of Z −1 , for some fixed value |p| = 0 (and the case f > 0) is shown in Fig. 1 . The branch cuts along the real axis can be interpreted as a continuum of gap-less Kaluza Klein modes, like in the DGP model [6] . They are also present in pure 6D GR with a cylindrical source, and are thus not expected to cause any problems. Below, we will confirm that this is indeed the case.
However, for f > 0, there are additional isolated poles at
where m * is given by m * = z * /r 0 > 0, with z * being the solution of The right hand side of this equation is plotted in Fig. 2 , and shows that there is indeed a solution z * > 0 if and only if f > 0. The negative sign of the mass term in the dispersion relation (48) shows that this pole in the propagator of the scalar mode s is a tachyon, implying the existence of exponentially growing solutions for s| 0 (t). Below, we will show that it is also a ghost, in agreement with the result in Refs. [17, 18] , but generalizing it to a background with nonzero deficit angle. Even though (49) cannot be solved analytically, one can obtain the asymptotic formula for m * in the physically relevant limit α → ∞ (i.e. r 0 M 
Note that for δ = 0 (and neglecting the small logarithmic correction) this agrees with the tachyon mass derived in [17, 18] , viz. m * ∼ M 2 6 /M 4 . However, the nontrivial deficit angle background leads to an important modification: as δ increases, f approaches zero and Fig. 2 shows that the tachyon then becomes infinitely heavy, as the intersection moves to larger values of z. When the threshold f = 0 is crossed, the pole finally disappears completely.
To disentangle the tachyon and branch cut contribution to A (s) , we consider two independent integration contours in the complex ω-plane: a closed path C 1 encircling one of the poles, and another open path C 2 running along both sides of the branch cut in opposite directions, see Fig. 3 . It can be shown that the half circle in C 1 does not contribute to the amplitude 13 . It thus follows that 13 In Fig. 3 we only show the case when the contour has to be closed in the upper half-plane, in which the pole and branch cut on the negative real axis contribute. But one can easily check that the other case yields exactly the same result.
Im (ω)
Re ( the original integration along C can be decomposed into the sum of the two contributions C 1 and C 2 .
As for the branch cut contour C 2 , we checked numerically that-at least for an ω-independent source-its contribution to the imaginary part of A (s) is positive, see Fig. 4 . Hence, the branch cut contains no ghost modes.
The contribution of C 1 to the amplitude is proportional to the sum of the residues of all enclosed poles. Therefore, to show that the tachyon-in the parameter region where it exists-is also a ghost, let us investigate the residue of this pole for the case |p| > m * , i.e. when the poles lie on the real axis (as in Fig. 1 ). (For momenta |p| < m * , the pole lies on the imaginary axis and only contributes to the real part of A (s) , which does not affect the vacuum transition probability (36). Physically speaking, the ghost can only be excited for momenta larger than its mass.)
A straightforward calculation gives
Here, the arguments of the Bessel I and K functions are z * and (1 + β)z * , respectively. It turns out that the expression in square brackets, when evaluated numerically, is always positive. However, we did not succeed in extracting this information analytically, and therefore Fig. 5 shows the contour plot of the residue-leaving out the overall factor ∓1/(ω * r 2 0 )-as a function of the two independent model parameters δ/(2π) ≡ β/(1 + β) and f ≡ 1 − 3β/(4α). For a non-negative, sub-critical tension we have δ ∈ [0, 2π) and f ≤ 1. Furthermore, as already discussed, the ghost pole only exists for f > 0. Thus, the plot in Fig. 5 covers the whole relevant parameter space, and one can see that the expression in square brackets is indeed always positive.
One can easily check that this result leads to a negative 14 imaginary part of A (s) , corresponding to a ghost. This ghost mode can be excited for 3-momenta |p| larger than the ghost mass m * . However, since the ghost is also a tachyon, which can be excited with arbitrarily low momenta, the linearized theory is completely unstable (for all momenta), if f > 0.
If, on the other hand, f < 0, the pole and thus the tachyonic ghost is absent and the model is stable. The stable and unstable regimes are visualized in a parameter plot in Fig. 6 . It also shows that the tachyon mass diverges as the borderline f = 0 is approached. Thus, the tachyonic instability is more severe close to the stability bound.
E. Regularization independence
In Sec. II A we argued that we are insensitive to the details of the regularization as long as we pose low energy questions. In the context of the above analysis this implies that only ghost poles with a mass m * r 0 1 are a generic prediction in the sense that they are expected for other types of UV models. Contrariwise, this means that the precise shape of the stability line in Fig. 6 depends on the way of regularizing-with the uncertainty region corresponding to the dark shaded red region approximately left of the α = 1 line.
This UV dependence was carefully discussed in [21] where two different regularizations were used: 14 The sign from the overall factor in (51) is compensated by the one from the negative/positive orientation when encircling the pole at ±ω * , cf. Fig. 3 . Then, there is one more minus sign from the explicit overall factor in (47).
FIG. 5. Contour plot of the ghost residue (51) times ∓ω * r
2 0 , as a function of the deficit angle δ and f as defined in (35) , showing that it is indeed positive in the whole parameter space (in which the pole at ω * exists, i.e. for f > 0). The dotted lines are lines of constant α, which → 0 on the left and → ∞ on the right.
• One regularization fully resolves the gravitational sector inside and outside the ring, hence matching exactly the regularization used here. A generalized version 15 of f valid for FLRW symmetries was derived, which explicitly depends on the Hubble parameter H. Since H is zero for the background solution (8) , it would enter in (35) only through higher order corrections. The important point is that by setting H to zero, we exactly reproduce the result here. In other words, the old analysis is in full agreement with the parameter plot shown in Fig. 6 .
• Another regularization neglected the interior dynamics. Consequently, the generalized version of f was slightly different, in particular, there the borderline f = 0 crossed the δ = 0 axis, leaving a small stable regime near α = 0 in the tensionless case, unlike in the other regularization. The corresponding modified stability bound is shown as the dashed line in Fig. 6 . However, it can be checked that the difference is limited to the regime with m * r 0 1, as expected. In particular, this does not affect the phenomenologically interesting regime characterized by α 1, as discussed in Sec. V B.
In summary, we could show that the regularization dependence found in [21] is bound to a regime where the inner structure of the brane is already being resolved. This had to be expected from an EFT perspective. 
IV. HAMILTONIAN ANALYSIS
Above, we have shown that a tensionless brane with large enough BIG scale is necessarily plagued by a scalar ghost mode. In this section, we gather strong evidence that the same result holds true in higher dimensions (D > 6). Thereby, we also provide a complementary picture to support the previous result in six dimensions. To be concrete, we show that the ghost mode leads to a negative contribution to the energy density at the brane position. As a diagnostic tool we use the Hamiltonian on the constraint surface that we derive for the sourceless theory, i.e. U αβ = 0. This technique was also used in an earlier work [19] . However, there it led to the erroneous claim that the theory in 6D without a brane-tension is ghost-free. The reason for that failure is discussed in Appendix A 2. The purpose here is to present a corrected analysis which also extends to higher dimensions.
We will study small metric perturbations on a bulk (and brane) Minkowski background, g AB = η AB + h AB .
To that end, we use a decomposition of h AB that generalizes the one used in (13), (14c) and (16) to arbitrary dimensions. To be precise, we introduce
where under the SO(n) group d ab transforms as a transverse and traceless tensor, E ib , v a , F a , n a as transverse vectors and G i as a scalar. Moreover, G i and E ia are 3D vectors, while all the other fields defined above are 3D scalars. Note that the definitions for the 3D spatial components in (14a) and (14b) still apply. Instead of fixing a particular gauge, we will again work with gauge invariant variables, i.e. combinations of the fields invariant under (18) . To that end, we extend the definitions in (20) by
A crucial benefit of the constraint analysis is that it corresponds to a simple reformulation of the theory and does not require to find any explicit solution. As a consequence, we do not have to regularize the setup to avoid singularities and can instead work with an infinitely thin defect described by n-dimensional δ-functions. We will check the validity of this approach a posteriori by comparing the physical degrees of freedom and their matching equations in the special case of n = 2 to the results derived in Sec. III for a (stabilized) brane when the tension is set to zero. We will find perfect agreement.
Let us stress that this is also a nice way of demonstrating that our results-in particular statements about the dynamical content of the theory-do not depend on our way of regularizing the brane as a ring in extra space. However, we will see that the two descriptions are only equivalent if the (proper) circumference of the ring is demanded to be constant. This is clear since without such a stabilization the regularization introduces an additional degree of freedom corresponding to the angular size modulus of the brane, which is of course not present for an infinitely thin defect. In our notation it is given by the field ϕ. As discussed in Sec. II A, whether or not we should include such a mode depends on the UV model. While in the main part of the paper (including this section) it is set to zero, we discuss its effects in Appendix C.
In this section we will use Cartesian coordinates X A = (t, x i , y a ), such that the brane is at the constant coordinate position y a = 0. The d'Alembert and Laplace operator is denoted as before but generalized to D dimensions or n codimensions, viz. D or ∆ n .
A. Reduced Lagrangian
Due to gauge invariance, it is possible to fully express the Lagrangian L in terms of gauge invariant variables. The calculation is straightforward but little enlightening; thus, we do not display the rather lengthy resulting expression. Varying it with respect to the Lagrange multipliers P and Q yields the constraint
which is identical to (26b) and allows to eliminate P , as well as
constraining O. Before we continue, let us check that the last equation is indeed a generalization of what we found before. Away from the brane, we recover (26a) by setting n = 2. Due to the δ-term, this equation also contains specific onbrane information, which can be compared to the matching equations derived in the last section. This is easily achieved by regularizing as described in Sec. II A, which amounts to the replacement , one indeed recovers the (00) junction condition 16 from Sec. III. This agreement can similarly be checked for all remaining equations of motion.
A third scalar constraint for Q arises in this language by differentiating (54) with respect to time and using another dynamical equation (which follows from varying the action with respect to O) to eliminateÖ. We find
A similar calculations allows to recover two vector constraints, one identical to (25a), and another one constraining w a ; for the sake of completeness,
We now use the constraints to eliminate the (4 + n) non-dynamical variables O, P , Q, W i and w a (as well as their time derivatives) in the Lagrangian, which consequently is expressed solely in terms of dynamical degrees of freedom. The resulting Lagrangian is diagonal, and by decomposing it into its tensor, vector, and scalar contri-
16 There, the (00)-junction condition is a certain linear combination of Eqs. (34a), (34b) and (B4) with δ = 0 and ϕ = 0. 17 In the terminology of the Dirac constraint formalism, this would correspond to a tertiary constraint (while (54) and (55) are secondary constraints).
The 3D tensor describes two DOF which also have kinetic support on the brane. They correspond to the helicity-two modes in 4D GR and are thus crucial in realizing a 4D regime. The extra space tensor carries (n + 1)(n − 2)/2 DOF which all decouple from the brane. In particular, they would not couple to a localized source on the brane.
There are two vector DOF, described by C i , which have a standard DGP-type action and hence a localized kinetic term. The remaining 3(n − 1) vector DOF are decoupled from the brane.
We find two DOF in the scalar sector. They are decoupled from each other, and, as expected, s has a wrong sign kinetic term on the brane. Also note that for n = 1 the scalar s simply disappears, confirming that the codimension-one model is indeed ghost-free on a Minkowski background.
In summary, for n > 1 there are always six degrees of freedom that can be excited by an on-brane source. Five of them (D ij , X i and J) have a standard DGP-type action, whereas the scalar s comes with a wrong sign kinetic term on the brane-irrespective of the number of codimensions. Therefore, tuning the tension to zero seems to cause the same ghost pathology in any higher dimension. In addition, there are further [n(n + 5)/2 − 4] DOF that only propagate in the bulk and are invisible to a brane observer. In total, we have D(D − 3)/2 DOF corresponding exactly to the number of propagating degrees of freedom in D-dimensional Einstein gravity. This result strongly supports the EFT picture, according to which the induced gravity term arises simply by integrating out heavy particles in the presence of higher dimensional GR. From that perspective it is not surprising that we find the same number of propagating degrees of freedom. In the codimension-two analysis in Sec. III we assumed the fluctuation to respect SO(2) symmetry, which effectively eliminated three DOF 18 . Since the present analysis does not rely on that assumption, the result also holds in the 18 A similar assumption would here eliminate all degrees of freedom that do not couple to on-brane sources.
case of additional sources in the bulk, which, in general, would spoil the SO(n) symmetry. Let us stress that our calculation is also valid for one codimension; in that special case s completely drops out of the equations, thus leaving a theory of five healthy degrees of freedom.
B. Reduced Hamiltonian
A ghost mode necessarily leads to a classical instability, which manifests itself in a Hamiltonian that is not bounded from below. In the remainder of this section, we will show that excitations of the ghost mode indeed lower the local energy density at the brane, thereby showing a pathology 19 . Since all tensor and vector modes have the same DGP-type action as the scalar J, it suffices to investigate the scalar sector only. The only difficulty in deriving the Hamiltonian consists in a proper treatment of the localized terms. This can be consistently done by decomposing the conjugate momentum fields
into a regular and an irregular part according to
where we defined Π J :=J and Π s :=ṡ .
This decomposition is well defined becauseJ andṡ are regular functions at the brane (only r-derivatives would introduce discontinuities). The scalar Hamiltonian density for both fields,
can then be readily derived. For the healthy scalar we get a contribution
which indeed shows that J contributes positively to the energy of the system. The tensor-and vector contributions take the same (manifestly positive) form with J replaced by D ij and C i , respectively. Hence, they also constitute healthy (brane-coupled) fields. However, the expression for the scalar s becomes
thus displaying a negative energy contribution at the brane position. In accordance with the result of the last section, it is present for an arbitrarily small coefficient M 4 and only vanishes if the induced term is set to zero exactly. In the latter case our result simply reflects the stability of higher dimensional Einstein gravity.
As an aside, note that we also derived the Hamiltonian from the full Lagrangian and applied the Dirac constraint formalism in order to obtain the Hamiltonian on the constraint surface. After appropriate redefinitions of the conjugate fields, it is possible to check that both Hamiltonians are identical. For the sake of simplicity, here we only presented the more compact (but equivalent) derivation starting with the reduced Lagrangian.
V. DISCUSSION
In the first part of this final section, we emphasize that our results are compatible with a natural EFT perspective. In the second part, we discuss the phenomenology of the model and offer a brief outlook on future research.
A. Effective field theory picture
The EFT paradigm is based on the assumption that low energy physics can be decoupled from high energy physics. More precisely, if we are interested in describing a system at low energies, say below the scale Λ, we do not have to dynamically resolve degrees of freedom with masses greater than Λ. Instead, we write down an effective theory in which these heavy particles have been integrated out. This is achieved by including in the action all operators that respect the symmetries of the fundamental theory. In general, those operators come equipped with coefficients c i (Λ, κ) which depend on both the cut-off scale as well as the parameters (e.g. masses, coupling constants) of the fundamental theory, collectively denoted by κ. While the Λ-dependence is a relict of artificially introducing a cut-off and should be taken care of by an appropriate renormalization scheme, the κ-dependence is of physical relevance as it reflects the presence of the heavy degrees of freedom in nature.
When we apply the EFT-reasoning to the BIG model, the action (1) should be regarded as the low energy version of a more fundamental theory of heavy particles that are localized on a four dimensional defect in a Ddimensional bulk. By integrating out those heavy particles, the 4D curvature invariants denoted by S BIG are induced on the brane. In this context, the presence of the induced gravity terms is a consequence of the low energy description and cannot be avoided in any brane setup. Since we know that there are consistent, i.e. ghost-free, microscopic theories describing localized particles [14] , there should also exist ghost-free versions of (1) within a broad regime of induced parameter values. The last qualification is important since we require the parameters of the fundamental theory not to be fine-tuned 20 . To be precise, we expect the process of integrating out heavy particles to generate induced operators with coefficients
where c 1 , c 2 and c 3 are dimensionless constants and M * is an arbitrary mass scale. We included r 0 because the brane width is ultimately also set by microscopic physics. Calculating the exact values for c i would of course require precise knowledge about the fundamental theory. For example, in the microscopic model discussed in [14] the authors consider a localized scalar particle of mass M that couples to the bulk gravity sector. On a perturbative level, it can be integrated out by calculating a particle loop on the brane. It is now crucial that this loop gives rise to both, an induced Einstein Hilbert term as well as a brane tension. Moreover, both terms are set by the same scale, implying c 1 ∼ c 2 . In particular, setting the tension to zero (c 1 = 0) while keeping c 2 nonzero would correspond to a fine-tuning, cf. Sec. 7 in [14] .
Note that while, strictly speaking, the following discussion only applies to codimension two, we expect the qualitative results to be true in any higher codimension n > 1. When we plug (69) into (35) , we obtain
where the last factor may take any value in the range [1, ∞).
The main result of Sec. III showed that the theory is healthy, i.e. ghost-free, for parameters that obey f < 0. Replacing the last factor in (70) by its greatest lower bound 1, we see that a sufficient condition for stability is given by (c 2 c 3 ) 2 /c 4 1 < 3/2 (shown as a dotted line in Fig. 6 ). The important point is that this can always be achieved by choosing parameters of order one, i.e. without any fine-tuning. However, once we start to solely decrease the parameter c 1 (in [19] and Section IV it was set to zero exactly), the bound gets quickly violated, cf. Fig. 6 . In other words, a consistent theory of gravity induced on a brane requires the inclusion of a sufficiently large brane tension, which is in full accordance with an EFT perspective. 20 For the sake of simplicity we made the unnatural choice λ (D) = 0 for the bulk cosmological constant. However, we will see that it already suffices to choose a natural value for the brane tension λ in order to arrive at a ghost-free fluctuation theory.
B. Phenomenology
Independent of the question whether the stable regime can be realized without a fine-tuning of parameters, we may ask whether it is phenomenologically viable. To this end, let us derive the crossover scale of the model in 6D. It can be inferred directly from the brane-to-brane propagator of the healthy (observable) mode 21 J| 0 that is being convoluted with a constant point source T 00 ∝ δ 3 (x). The correct expression for the propagator can be obtained from (45) via the replacement f → −2 [to see this compare (34a) to (34b)]. The time-independence of the source then implies ω = 0 and a crossover momentum p c can be derived by comparing both terms in (45). Once they are of the same order, the induced graviton dynamics is as important as the bulk dynamics, thereby signaling a transition between a 4D and higher dimensional scaling behavior of the gravitational potential.
To that end, we consider again Fig. 2 which depicts the second term of (45) as a function of z = r 0 |p|. Now the crossover momentum can be derived by looking for intersections with the linear function 2αz. The crossover momentum has to be much smaller than the inverse regularization scale, r 0 |p c | 1; otherwise, we would be sensitive to the unknown UV sector of the theory and-even more important-we would enter the higher dimensional regime already at microscopic distances below r 0 which is incompatible with observations. By a short inspection of Fig. 2 , we see that this condition implies α 1 irrespective of the value of β. This means that only the right half of Fig. 6 is phenomenologically interesting. While in the sub-critical regime this is incompatible with having a stable theory, for near-critical values of the tension, i.e. 1 − δ/(2π) 1, there is still a small stable stripe (also observed in [20] ) between the stability line described by f and the criticality line δ = 2π. A lower bound on the momentum crossover is found to be (neglecting factors of order one)
which leads in position space to an upper bound for the crossover distance r c α r 0 . This result matches the near-critical crossover scale derived in [20] .
In order to further assess the phenomenological status of the near-critical regime, we have to refer to cosmology. To be more specific, instead of considering a static (and 4D maximally symmetric background), we have to look for solutions with FLRW symmetries on the brane which allow for a non-vanishing Hubble parameter H describing the expansion of the infinite brane dimensions. This was done on a fully nonlinear level in [21] . As a result, a non-static generalization of the function f (again separating a stable form an unstable regime) valid for FLRW symmetries was derived. The important point is that for H = 0 the stable near-critical parameter window becomes smaller. To be precise, it was found that for a stable, sub-critical solution to exist the following bound has to be fulfilled 22 :
This shows that the model does not allow for a stable 4D regime in cosmology (which would demand Hr c 1). This agrees with the observation in [21] that the stable solutions are always governed by 6D dynamics. We therefore conclude that the sub-critical and near-critical model has to be dismissed in accordance with the analysis in [21] . Let us stress that the present work and the cosmology analysis in [21] complement each other very nicely. In both cases we find a stability line in parameter space, characterized by a function f , which separates a stable from an unstable regime. While in the cosmology analysis the qualification of a certain parameter regime as stable or unstable could only be inferred by solving the full differential system numerically, the present work permits an analytic assessment which shows perfect agreement for the case H = 0. On the other hand, only the cosmology analysis was able to rule out the near-critical parameter regime which still seemed to be viable for H = 0.
Finally, let us comment on the range of applicability of the linear analysis presented here. Around static and spherically symmetric sources the codimension-one model is known to possess a Vainshtein-like radius below which the linear approximation breaks down. As it is parametrically large compared to the Schwarzschild radius, it turns out ot be crucial in restoring a 4D regime on solar system scales [32] [33] [34] . It is thus natural to ask whether a similar effect could exist in two codimensions as well. Answering this question would require to derive higher order corrections to the propagator in (45), which is beyond the scope of the present work. Instead, we always assume to be in a weak coupling regime (which can be understood as a requirement on the source terms). However, since the (sub-critical) model is already ruled out by to the nonlinear analysis in [21] , which is obviously insensitive to that problem, this issue seems not relevant anymore.
C. Outlook
So far, it is not clear whether the picture might be more favorable in higher dimensions (D > 6). In Sec. IV we 22 The formula corresponds to Eq. (50) in [21] . Note that there a different (β-independent) definition for the crossover scale was used:ř 2 c = 6αr 2 0 . In order to allow for the most conservative assessment, we express the same inequality in terms of the upper bound on the crossover derived here.
showed that the instability is also present for arbitrary D > 6 on the parameter subspace λ = 0. But at the moment we do not know how the stability bound depends on the brane tension in more than two codimensions. This question is left for future research.
The remaining hope for the model in 6D resides on the super-critical regime. In a recent work (without BIG terms) it was shown that in this regime there is no stable Minkowski vacuum on the brane. Instead, the brane starts to expand in axial direction at a constant rate [23] . With respect to the cosmological constant problem, these solutions seem not to help since effectively the tension gets shifted by a constant amount (∼ M 4 6 ) which is by far to small to help with the problem. Despite their incapability of addressing the naturalness question of the cosmological constant, they could nevertheless provide a viable infrared modification of gravity. We deem the super-critical regime therefore an exciting and promising playground for future research.
Another interesting questions concerns braneworld models with compact dimensions. This could be studied within the theory (1) by simply imposing different boundary conditions. Consequently, the continuum of branch-cut states would be replaced by a discrete tower of massive Kaluza-Klein modes, see [35] . Since the ghost pole is independent from the cut, we suspect that the stability of the model would also be threatened in that context. However, an explicit calculation remains necessary.
Finally, let us recall that so far the bulk cosmological constant λ (D) was always set to zero. It would be interesting to see how the healthy region in parameter space gets modified if also a natural value for λ In the present work we have extended the ghost analysis of codimension-two BIG to a nontrivial brane-tension background. As discussed in the main text, the major result is that the ghost disappears if the tension is large enough, thus reconciling healthy codimension-two BIG with a natural EFT expectation.
For vanishing brane tension, however, the ghost always exists (if the induced gravity scale is nonzero). This result is in contradiction to those of Ref. [19] , where higher codimensional BIG was analyzed at the linear level around a 6D Minkowski background, and claimed to be stable. In this appendix, we resolve this tension by explicitly identifying the errors made therein.
Lorentz covariant analysis
One claim in [19] was that the scalar S (see below)-which corresponds to the ghost mode identified in earlier works (as well as in the present one)-does not threaten the stability of the model because it would be a constrained quantity. We will now show that this is wrong: S is in fact not constrained, but dynamical.
When we linearize the theory on a 6D Minkowski background, i.e. for a vanishing deficit angle, the full dynamical system (5) and (6) can be written in a concise way by introducing δ-functions. In Cartesian coordinates, we find
and the 4D localized sourceŨ µν is related to the first order energy momentum tensor viaŨ µν := −2 1 T (4)α ν . We decompose the graviton field in a 4D Lorentz covariant way,
The purely extradimensional components h ab are decomposed as in (52b). Here, D µν is a transverse and traceless 4D tensor, V µ , E µb , G µ are transverse 4D vectors and B, S, F b , H as well as all functions appearing in (52b) are 4D scalars. Furthermore, F b and E µb transform as vectors under the SO(n) group. Even though this decomposition makes the Lorentz covariance of the dynamical equations manifest, it has the general disadvantage that the components are not determined uniquely. More precisely, this ambiguity can be parametrized in terms of a set of homogeneous functions χ (i) , where here and henceforth "homogeneous" refers to solutions of the 4D homogeneous wave equation, i.e.
as well as
where χ
µ and χ (5) a are subject to the two conditions
Here and henceforth, (1/ 4 )ψ is a shorthand notation for the convolution of ψ with the retarded Green's function of the 4D d'Alembert operator 4 . Besides the split ambiguity, there is the usual gauge freedom (18) . Instead of fixing a particular gauge, we will again use a complete set of gauge invariant variables, viz. S, s, D µν , E µb and d ab , as well as
Although these are invariant under gauge transformations, they are not invariant under the homogeneous transformations (A4) and (A5), but transform as
Now it is crucial to realize that one certain combination of the functions χ (2) , χ
µ and χ (4) does not affect the gauge invariant quantities. Explicitly, one can easily check that they only enter via the combinations
µ := χ
(or any linear combination thereof) in the relevant Eqs. (A4d), (A8a) and (A8b).
23 Note thatχ (3) µ is subject to the same relation (A6) as χ
µ , and thus also only has three independent components. In summary, the gauge invariant variables {S, s, O, W µ , Y a , D µν , E µb , d ab } are only unique up to the 4 + n independent homogeneous functions {χ (1) ,χ (2) ,χ
a }. This will be crucial for correctly inferring the number of dynamical degrees of freedom (DOF), because each of the χ's can be used to eliminate one would-be dynamical component.
To derive the equations of motion for our variables, we start by investigating the µb-components of (A1). Taking their double divergence ∂ µ ∂ b leads to
Demanding fall-off conditions at spatial infinity allows to simply drop the extra space Laplace operator ∆ n . The general solution then becomes 3 S + (n − 1)s = κ (s) with κ (s) an arbitrary homogeneous function. Instead of choosing initial conditions to fix κ (s) , we make use of the split ambiguity (A4a) parametrized by χ (1) to remove it from the equation. s is therefore constrained by the relation
and therefore no independent DOF. By acting with a single divergence ∂ µ or ∂ b on the µb-components of (A1) and using (A11), we obtain term does not imply a ghost. As D µν is also subject to the five constraint equations D To summarize, the manifestly covariant analysis exactly recovers the results of the analysis in Sec. III and generalizes it to arbitrary higher codimensions. For n = 2, the five healthy DOF can be identified according to D µν → {D ij , C i , J}, whereas in both cases the ghost is described by S (or s equivalently).
In the remainder of this appendix, we want to point out the error in the analysis of Ref. [19] . There, the identical dynamical equation (A18) for S was found, indicating that S is a ghost. It was then argued that there would be a further, more restrictive constraint equation for S which could be derived from the (00)-component of the modified Einstein equations, rendering S non-dynamical. For its derivation it was necessary to use of the dynamical equation for D µν . However, that equation in Ref. [19] differs from (A21) by the last term ∂ µ ∂ ν κ (S) . The reason is that the equation was derived by applying the transverse-traceless projector O (4,tt) ρσ µν (for a definition see the appendix of [19] ) to the equations of motion (A1) and tacitly assuming that it commutes with the linearized Einstein operator ♦ (D) ρσ µν . However, in general the commutator of those operators is non-zero but yields a homogeneous function due to the occurrence of the Green's function 1/ 4 in the projector. This fact caused the failure of the analysis in [19] .
More explicitly, for an arbitrary function ψ the following relation can be derived easily:
where κ µ are four homogeneous functions that are uniquely determined by ψ. This expression could be generalized to the commutator of the projector O . Instead of applying the projection operator explicitly, we decided to derive (A21) by consecutively solving the scalar and vector sector and keeping track of all homogeneous functions as described above. By doing so, we avoid all potential pitfalls related to the non-commutativity of the projector. Finally, it is straightforward to check that the (00)-Einstein equation is identically fulfilled and does not provide any new informations; in particular, it is no constraint on S. More explicitly, we can eliminate all fields except for S from it and arrive at an expression which is equivalent to equation (A20). However, due to the occurrence of the homogeneous function κ (S) (which was missed in the old analysis), this should not be interpreted as a constraint on S, it is simply a different (but equivalent) formulation of the dynamical equation (A18).
Hamiltonian analysis
The analysis of Sec. IV showed that the Hamiltonian on a Minkowski background for n > 1 is not bounded from below, which is another manifestation of the ghost mode s. This is another clear contradiction to the result in [19] , where it was claimed that the Hamiltonian is positive definite for n = 2. To resolve it, we have to reconsider the gauge choices in combination with the symmetry assumptions that were made in [19] .
Beside the choice Π i i = 0, the following two gauges were imposed, cf. Eqs. (47)- (49) 24 in [19] ,
In order to check whether these gauge choices are consistent and leave any residual gauge freedom, we have to infer their transformation behavior according to (18),
δ ξ h 56 = ∂ (5 ξ 6) .
It follows that the first gauge completely fixes ξ i without any residual gauge freedom. The second gauge leaves a residual gauge freedom in the ξ a -sector which is subject to the condition ∂ (5 ξ 6) = 0. Furthermore, the gauge functions ξ A have to respect the SO(2) symmetry that was also assumed in [19] . Explicitly, this requires ξ φ = 0 and ∂ φ ξ r = 0, which in Cartesian coordinates implies ∂ [5 ξ 6] = 0. This relation together with the residual gauge condition completely fixes the two functions ξ a and does not allow for any further gauges. In particular, it is no longer possible to gauge the combination 2∂ r ∂ i h 5i − cos(φ)(∆ 3 + ∆ 2 )h 55 as it was done in Eq. (59) in [19] . However, this gauge was crucial in that case to demonstrate the positive definiteness of the Hamiltonian. Correspondingly, the corrected constraint analysis of Sec. IV comes to a different result.
The junction conditions are all obtained by plugging this (and the linearized 5D Einstein tensor) into (6), projecting onto the desired components, and simplifying the BIG terms by means of the bulk equations in the limit r → r 0 . For the tensor (ij) (D) and vector (0i)
The case f 1 > 0 is very similar to the condition f > 0 in the stabilized case. Indeed, the delimiting line f = 0 in parameter space, shown as a dashed line in Fig. 7 , only gets shifted by a small amount.
The case f 2 > 0, however, implies that there is also a tachyon in the upper left region in parameter space. At first, it might be surprising that this region is also unstable, because it also includes the case α = 0, which is just pure 6D GR without any induced terms and should be a healthy theory. The resolution to this puzzle is rather simple: Evaluating the residue ofZ −1 at the tachyon pole as we did in Sec. III D, we find that, while it is again negative for f 1 > 0, it is positive for f 2 > 0. In other words, the tachyon is only a ghost in the lower right region. In the upper left region, the tachyon is not a pathology, but merely a reflection of the fact that, without fixing the brane circumference, the static deficit angle background is not stable. Instead, the brane wants to expand (or collapse) in radial direction.
To summarize, the ghost-criterion is basically independent of whether the circumference is stabilized or not. In particular, the naturalness discussion from Sec. V A still applies to the case of free radial expansion. On the other hand, the static deficit angle solution is not stable under angular size fluctuations. To overcome this problem, we have to make additional assumptions about the underlying microscopic model. In fact, from a fundamental perspective, the existence of some sort of stabilization mechanism has to be expected as there are known stable vortex configurations in two codimensions, cf. [26] . Fixing the proper circumference turned out to be a convenient way of realizing such a mechanism in an effective low energy description. In the following appendix we study an explicit microscopic example.
